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Motivation for estimating seasonal fluxes in
Rockall Trough
1) A significant fraction of the northward, shallower, warmer, saltier

limb of the AMOC goes through the Rockall Trough.
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2) Despite a well-defined seasonal cycle of properties, a seasonal
cycle of fluxes is elusive.
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Motivation for estimating seasonal fluxes in
Rockall Trough
1) A significant fraction of the northward, shallower, warmer, saltier

limb of the AMOC goes through the Rockall Trough.

2) Despite a well-defined seasonal cycle of properties, a seasonal
cycle of fluxes is elusive.

3) Rockall Trough is
the eastern
termination of
OSNAP,
measuring the
subpolar AMOC.

4) Previous results
from RAPID show
that the seasonal cycle of the subtropical AMOC is set by eastern
boundary (Kanzow et al. 2010).



  

Seasonality of
absolute
dynamic
topography

Mean 1993-2014

JJA SON

MAMDJF

1) Steric height change

2) Mean flow pathways
of subpolar gyre

3) Winter dH/dx > 0,
northward anomaly

4) Summer dH/dx < 0,
southward anomaly 



  

Seasonal hydrographic data density 
Cold months SONDJF Warm months MAMJJA Black

lines are
1 Sv
contours
of
geostr.
stream-
function
ref. to
1200 m.



  

Sources
● 11 SAMS Seaglider missions, 2009-2015

14k profiles, OSNAP, FASTNEt, & EEL
● NODC WOD13, May 2015 update,

65k profiles (Boyer et al., 2013).

Data in the eastern subpolar North Atlantic
Domain

● 30oW to 0oW by 50oN to 65oN, 1950-2015

● Bathymetry deeper than 200 m.



  

Data Processing 1: Quality Control (QC)
Remove outliers in T-S
space using the method
of Lozier, Owens and
Curry (1995) as
implemented in
Hydrobase 2 and 3
(Curry, 2015).

Typical T-S diagram for
all data in a 1o x 1o 
square in the Rockall
Trough.  Black + signs
are rejected (S,T,P)
points and dots are
accepted points.

Red lines define the
mean T-S relationship in
each density bin and the
green lines are ± 2.3 std.
offset of the mean, the
envelope of acceptable
data.



  

T and S check
in isopycnal layers

±2.3 std.
20% bad points→
reject whole profile

State
binning
sets the

2nd check 
envelope.

Data Processing 2: QC pipeline

SAMS Seaglider data
processed with

UW Basestation 2.08

NODC CTD, OSD,
& PFL data

T and S check
on isobars

±3 std.
20% bad points→

reject whole profile 

Problem: Gliders profile every ~5 km
but ships & floats profile every ~10-
100 km. Taking the average can bias
the mean state towards glider obs.

State binning:  All observations in
each 1/5o x 1/5o x 1 month bin are
isopycnally averaged together.

Final result: 88% of stations
retained, 92% of scans retained.

Glider data is retained at about the
same rate as NODC ship and Argo
data.  Glider data QC'ed with just the
envelope of the ship and Argo data
can be cut by up to ~30%.

re
peat

QC'ed database



  

Data processing 3:
climatologies & transports
pipeline

QC'ed database

State
binning

Isopycnal averaging, gridding,
interpolation, & smoothing

of states into
1/5o x 1/5o x 10 m x 4 seasons

climatology

Extract T and S sections,
compute and sum
geostrophic fluxes.
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1200 m (Holliday et al., 2000) and
σ

0
 = 27.68 kg/m3 (Holliday et al., 2015)

reference levels result in essentially the
same transports.

State-binning here as well to
prevent biasing the climatology
toward whichever platform has the
most profiles.

Virtual stations along EEL, every 10 km
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What is the seasonal cycle of fluxes in the
Rockall Trough?

Black/gray – geostrophy, red/pink – absolute volume fluxes.
Gray lines – Sverdrup transport. Gary et al., in prep.

DJF and JJA seasonal
wind stress curl anomalies
from CORE2.



  

Conclusions
● Rockall Trough seasonal fluxes are impacted by mesoscale and/or

interannual variability in observations and models.

● State binning is a necessary step during hydrographic data QC and
climatology construction due to different platforms' sampling
densities.

● Rockall Trough fluxes appear to be weakest in the summer,
consistent with models and some observations.

● Consistent with previous results (Kanzow et al. 2010), the spatial
gradient in wind stress curl, not the wind stress curl itself, may set the
seasonal cycle.

● The barotropic response to the wind stress curl may not be captured
in the seasonal cycle of geostrophic fluxes so the values here may
be an underestimate.
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1/12o FLAME model (Böning et al.,
2006) depth-integrated, 3-month
boxcar smoothed, absolute
velocity (left) correlated with depth-
integrated, bottom-referenced
geostrophic velocity and (right)
difference in the mean transports.
The EEL is the bold black line.

Transports in a high
resolution model
1) Is there a seasonal cycle in fluxes?

2) Could geostrophic transports
resolve the seasonal cycle?



  

Sensitivity of error bars to percent stations removed.


